The Faculty of Engineering has exhibits on both the mezzanine and cafeteria levels of the Trottier Building. Please see the legend below and be sure to visit all of our kiosks!

**Mezzanine Level**

1. Department of Bioengineering
2. Department of Chemical Engineering
3. Department of Civil Engineering
4. Student Design Teams
5. Student Design Teams
6. Student Design Teams
7. Student Design Teams
8. Engineering Undergraduate Society (EUS)
9. Promoting Opportunities for Women in Engineering (POWE)
10. School of Architecture

**Cafeteria Level**

11. McGill Engineering Student Centre (MESC)
12. McGill Institute for Aerospace Engineering (MIAE)
13. Department of Mechanical Engineering
14. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
15. Department of Bioresource Engineering (Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences)
16. Department of Mining & Materials Engineering (Materials)
17. Department of Mining & Materials Engineering (Mining)
18. The McGill Engine – McGill's Faculty of Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship Hub
19. Tour Table